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Getting rid of the antiquated national representations was one of the resolutions 

passed by Kinshasa-born Brazilian critic Lisette Lagnado when she started as chief 

curator for the twenty-seventh edition of the São Paulo Biennial, entitled ‘Como viver 

junto’ or ‘How to Live together’. Lagnado translated a lecture series by Roland 

Barthes held under the title ‘Comment vivre ensemble’ at the Collège de France in 

Paris (1976-1977) and the legacy of Hélio Oiticica’s ‘Environmental Program’, into 

the parameters for the exhibition, termed ‘programs for life’ and ‘constructive 

projects’. 

 

Operating from Oscar Niemeyer’s iconic modernist pavilion in the heart of Ibirapuera 

Park, Lagnado assembled a team of co-curators and pushed the limits of the 

institution hosting Latin America’s largest contemporary art exhibition from the 

beginning of her tenure. A series of six lectures reflecting on the Biennial’s theme ran 

throughout the year. A film program at two public cinemas brought a set of artist 

films such as those by Len Lye and Lawrence Weiner to premier in Brazil. 

Furthermore the states of Acre, Pernambuco and São Paulo hosted ten artists for an 

ambitious residency program that resulted in the production of new works for the 

exhibition. Representing each artist with both existing and new work was a decision 

that reduced the number of participants and highlighted the importance of artistic 

production within the context of an international group show in Brazil. 

 

Several of the chosen artists decided to operate with off-site projects that ranged from 

light interventions in the city’s emblematic metro ventilations shafts (Grönlund/ 

Nissunen), to an expedition through the Amazon-river (Jarbas Lopes and friends), and 

a collaboration with a community centre in the periphery of São Paulo (Jardim 

Miriam Arte Clube). Others like Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster and Goshka Macuga 

brought the building’s iconic modernist design into play and intervened spatially in its 

existing architecture.  



The first scandal sparked in June when Cildo Mereiles returned the curators invitation 

because one of the Biennial foundation’s board members, who is now behind bars, got 

caught up in a corruption scandal. For their ongoing quest into copyright hierarchies 

the Superflex collective developed a stronger version of a Brazilian energy drink in 

collaboration with local farmers in the Amazon, but was forced to present the result 

outside of the structures of the Biennial at a parallel event. Elsewhere Hector Zamora 

struggled for weeks to install a series of octagons including water hyacinths on the 

park lakes before his project was vetoed ‘due to ecological reasons’ by administrators 

at the last minute. Perhaps these nuisances – which were most apparent in the months 

running up to the show – reflect the obstacles we have to overcome when ‘living 

together’ in a society with such an enormous social divide as Brazil. In the limelight 

of international media, São Paulo was under threat of violent attacks from PCC, a 

organisation initially formed to improve the conditions in the country’s prisons, but 

which now operates as a feared mafia outfit. The commando’s activities are often 

directed via mobile phone out of a prison cell that led Marcelo Cidade – an artist who 

works around topics like surveillance and security – to interfere with the visiting 

public’s communicatory space by blocking their phone signals. 

 

As a politically and socially charged Biennial, the exhibition also shed light on 

Brazil’s neighbours. ‘Taller popular de Serigrafia’, whose name translates to 

‘People’s Silkscreen Workshop’, was born from an initiative of visual artists during 

the popular assemblies of the economic crisis in Buenos Aires in December 2001. The 

group presented their printmaking practice through cheaply produced protest posters 

and T-Shirts. Another Argentinean group, Eloisa Cartonera collaborated with local 

paper collectors, and they crossed over with artists and writers to start an editorial 

office that operated for the duration of the show. The group’s ongoing premise is to 

publish and distribute unedited material by Latin-American artists, poets and authors, 

and one of their issues is an account of Virginia Medeiros’ project Studio Butterfly, a 

small office conceived as a meeting point for the local transvestite scene in Rio de 

Janeiro, which was also presented through a video installation in the show. 

 

With up to 16,000 visitors a day, ‘How to Live Together’ inevitably embodied the 

spirit of a fairground or art fair. The vast dimension of the project allowed visitors to 

encounter the works of historical figures such as Ana Mendieta, León Ferrari, Gordon 



Matta-Clark and Marcel Broodthaers. (The latter received special attention through a 

nucleus including works by younger artists inspired by his oeuvre.) Connected to an 

extensive educational program, the twenty-seventh Biennial was an enlightening 

experience, and the inclusion of process-based younger collectives presented practices 

rarely introduced in an institutional context in Brazil. ‘How to Live Together’ came at 

a moment in time when its subject matter appeared to be on everybody’s doorstep, 

albeit as an often-obnoxious topic for conversation. São Paulo delivered a compelling 

theme and an exhibition that suffered from a yearning for the spectacular. 
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